
Host a storytime with 
Randy, the absolutely 

majestic horse in 
T.L. McBeth’s latest 

picture book!

This kit includes:
•Storytime event 
suggestions and 
read-aloud tips

•Reproducible activities

Educator 
Kit!

This kit includes:
5 fun, reproducible activities 
featuring everyone's favorite horse 
from T. L. McBeth's latest picture book, 
Randy, the Badly Drawn Horse!



How to Draw Randy!
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Draw Randy here!
Design your  
 own Randy!

Use crayons, markers, or 
colored pencils to make your 

drawing unique!



A One-of-a-Kind Horse
Randy is no ordinary horse — he has lots of things that make him 
special! Can you name four things that are unique about Randy?

There's only one Randy, and there's only one YOU! What are four things 
about you that are unique? 
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We're all 
different!

Try listing things that are 
unique about your friends & 

family members, too!



Words of Encouragement
Everyone needs a little encouragement sometimes, even Randy! Finish 
these statements with positive things you could say about a friend to make 
them feel confident about themselves.
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You're really good at...

You are awesome because...

I like how you did...



Randy's Next Adventure
Without peaking at the bottom of the page, fill in the blanks below with creative 
words. Then, use the words you wrote down to fill in the blanks of the story.

ADJECTIVE1

ADJECTIVE6

ADJECTIVE8

ADJECTIVE12

EMOTION10

FOOD11

NOUN2

NOUN7

NOUN5

PLURAL NOUN3

VERB4

VERB9

Randy is going to have a/an               adventure today! He gets ready  

by packing a                                   and some                                   for the trip. Now,  

Randy is ready to                              . He begins by walking across a  

and climbing a/an                                      mountain. Suddenly, Randy falls into a 

                                   and gets stuck! But he is very                                   and can 

                                  his way out of trouble. Randy feels very                                  after 

his long day and celebrates by eating                                  . He can't wait to have 

another                                   adventure tomorrow! 
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Draw your story 
on the back of 

this paper!



Art Class With Randy
Randy has started some drawings in the boxes below. Can you help 
him finish them?  
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